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Microcopy Examples

Challenge 1: Hotel Booked

Scenario: A person opens a hotel booking app and finds that their preferred hotel is fully

booked during the dates they’re needing.

Challenge: Write a message from the hotel booking app to the users that the hotel is fully

booked.

Headline: All Rooms Booked!

Body: Oh no! All rooms are booked during the dates you selected. Click below to view available

hotels with a similar rating.

Button: See Nearby Hotels

Challenge 2: Trial Ended for Streaming App

Scenario: A person has been using the trial version of a streaming app, but their trial ended

yesterday so they cannot stream any new movies or shows until they sign up for a paid account.

Challenge: Write a message from the streaming app to the user and notify them that their trial

has ended and they will need to sign up for a paid account to continue using their service.

Headline: Streaming Trial Ended

Body: Thanks for trying our service! Your trial period has ended. To continue streaming, choose

a paid plan.

Button: Choose Plan

Challenge 3: New Badge Unlocked

Scenario: A person has been using a productivity app and has been consistently logging their

activity. One of the ways the app encourages users to build this habit is by giving digital badges

for logging activity everyday for 7 days straight when they first sign up.

Challenge: Write an encouraging message from the productivity app congratulating the user for

continuously logging their work.

Headline: New Badge Unlocked!

Body: You’re building a new habit! You’ve logged activity every day this week and have unlocked

the 7-Day Badge!

Button: Post My Badge

Challenge 4: No Fly Zone

Scenario: A drone manufacturing company has their own app for users to fly their drones. The

app requires users to enable their location and alerts users based on their respective cities’

restrictions. A person opens the drone app and gets an alert that they can’t fly their drone at a

specific location during specific times.
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Challenge: Write a message to warn a user that they cannot fly their drone at that location at

that moment.

Headline: No Fly Zone!

Body: Sorry Pilot! This area has a “No Fly Zone” restriction today from 5pm-10pm. All drones

must stay grounded.

Button: View Restriction

Challenge 5: New Module Added to Online Course

Scenario: An online course app just had one of their instructors add a new module to their

course.

Challenge: Write a message from the app to the user (that is registered to this course) notifying

them of a new module.

Headline: New Module Added To XYZ Course

Body: New knowledge alert. Your instructor just added “XYZ Module” to your course. Happy

Learning!

Button: View Added Module

Challenge 6:  Card Found on the Dark Web

Scenario: An identity theft protection app was notified that one of their subscribed users’ credit

cards were found on the dark web.

Challenge: Write a message to notify the affected user that their credit card details were found

on the dark web.

Headline: Credit Card Details Found On The Dark Web!

Body:  Your credit card details were found on the dark web. We suggest monitoring your credit

report and contacting your bank.

Button: View Report

Button 2: Contact Bank

Challenge 7: Timed Alert

Scenario: A person is using a time-blocking productivity app and just received an alert that their

2 hour time block is finished.

Challenge: Write a message from the app to the user that their 2-hour time block is up and it’s

time to move on to the next task.

Headline: Time’s Up!

Body: Way to focus! Your 2-hour time block has concluded.

Button: Start Next Block

Challenge 8: Product Restocked
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Scenario: A person has an account with an online ecommerce camera equipment shop called

Shutter Speed (fictional). An item that they want has been out of stock so they added

themselves to the waitlist. The camera shop just received a shipment and wants to send a push

notification to notify those on the waitlist.

Challenge: Write a push notification message to notify users on the waitlist that their item is

back in stock.

Push Notification (max 100 characters): Shutter Speed: The [XYZ Item] that you have been

waiting for is back in stock! Buy now.

Challenge 9: Parked Vehicle Alert

Scenario: A person is using a new map app that notifies them when they’re near their parked

car. They just entered the parking lot where they left their car and received a notification from

the app.

Challenge: Write a message from the maps app to the user that their parked car is nearby.

Headline: Your Parked Car Is Nearby

Body: Your parked car is a 2-minute walk away.

Button: See Car Location

Challenge 10:  Flight Delay

Scenario: A person is in a taxi on the way to the airport and is worried about the bad weather

delaying their flight. They open up the airline app and find that their flight is indeed delayed.

Challenge: Write a message from the airline to the user that their flight is delayed due to bad

weather.

Headline: Flight 517 Delayed

Body: Flight 517 delayed 1 hour. Things change quickly - please still arrive 3 hours prior to your

original departure time.

Button: Track My Flight

Challenge 11: Severe Weather Alert
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Scenario:  A person opens a weather app to check the forecast for the week and receives a

notification that excessive temperatures are expected.

Challenge: Write a message from the weather app to the user to notify them of the heat

warning.

Headline: Excessive Heat Warning

Body: Temperatures exceeding 100 degrees are expected this week. Make sure to stay hydrated

and out of direct sunlight.

Button: View Forecast

Challenge 12: Photo Export Complete

Scenario: A person just finishing editing several photos on a photo editing app and is in the

process of exporting them.

Challenge: Write a message from the photo editing app to the user that their export of photos

is now complete.

Headline: Export Completed

Body: You have successfully exported [#] photos.

Button: View Export

Challenge 13: Duplicate Photo Detection

Scenario: A person uploads several photos to their photo storage app and they get a notification

that duplicate photos were found.

Challenge: Write a message from the photo storage app to the user that their software

detected duplicates.

Headline: Duplicate Photos Detected

Body: We detected duplicate photos in your recent upload. Would you like to merge them or

continue uploading all photos?

Button 1: Merge Duplicates

Button 2: Upload All Photos


